
Program plan

WITH NEED TO KNOW



This Power Up Program Plan provides step-by-step 
guidance for building a comprehensive cybersecurity 
awareness program that promotes safe and secure 
behaviors via engaging and relatable training content. 

The core of the Power Up training content is a 
selection of animated modules from the acclaimed 
Need to Know series. The modules are 3 minutes 
or less in length and use topic-specific approach, 
where a single scenario is used to deliver one or 
more important learning objectives. This allows for 
the quick and effective micro-learning experience 
and more flexibility with customizing the program 
sessions.  

The program includes 12 training sessions, each 
containing 2 animated modules and a 10-question 
assessment addressing an important awareness 
topic. Each session is supported by a dedicated 
PhishSim template battery (with a unique Education 
page), a poster, and an infographic. The 24 
modules are based on the key cybersecurity topics 
recommended by NIST, Each topic is addressed in 
more than one module throughout the program. 

This approach allows learners to see how the topics 
are connected: e.g., verifying identity is important for 
Physical Security (when a stranger is trying to access a 
secure area) and for Phishing attacks (when an email 
is received from someone claiming to be the CEO). 
Relevant phishing simulations further enhance the 
understanding of those connections: for example, 
if you are receiving a request to enable multi-factor 
authentication (MFA), you would know it is a fake if 
you already have MFA enabled for this account.

Running a layered program works 

Annual security awareness training might address 
compliance requirements, but it doesn’t build 
cybersecurity into the culture of your organization. To 
motivate lasting cybersecurity behavior change, you 
need a security awareness program that covers every 
major cybersecurity topic and also keeps employees 
engaged all year. 

Use this program plan to assemble a layered security 
awareness program that will inspire the behavior 
change your organization needs to stay cyber secure.

Program overview

Analyze 
performance 

and compare to  
baseline data

Measure  
your baseline  

phish rate

Launch 
quarterly phishing 

campaigns

Train
phished learners 

 automatically

Reinforce 
lessons with posters and  

awareness training

How it works
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Training campaign
24 animated training modules
Assign themed training modules covering the 
cybersecurity topics recommended by NIST.

12 assessments
Test employee knowledge and lesson retention with 
assessments for each core cybersecurity topic.

(Optional) Additional training modules
Supplement Power up! training with modules that 
cover specific industries, regulations or cybersecurity 
topics relevant to your organization

Phishing simulations
36 Phishing templates
Test employee behavior change with phishing 
templates simulating the topics and attacks covered 
in the training materials.

12 Phishing education pages
Tie anti-phishing training to your awareness campaign 
with phishing education pages themed to the Power 
up! with Need to Know modules.

Reinforcement tools
12 Posters
Hang posters in common areas and high traffic 
locations to extend your campaign communication 
offline.

12 Infographics
Take a closer look at each cybersecurity topic with 
topical data and visual examples.

Digital banners
Keep cybersecurity top of mind by adding themed 
digital banners to your intranet homepage or 
company newsletter.

Character image files
Add the Need to Know characters and series imagery 
to new or existing training materials to reinforce 
messaging.

Stakeholder presentation
Notify employees of new training exercises using the 
same imagery, tone and style as the Power up! with 
Need to Know training modules.

What’s included

Get the training content
Log in to Infosec IQ to watch all training modules, explore pre-built resources and download the supplemental 
training tools included in this program plan.

Log in
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Collect your existing employee-related risk data or 
measure your baseline metrics before launching your 
program. This data will serve as your quantitative 
starting point, allowing you to re-measure the same 
metrics throughout the course of your training 
program to quantify success and behavior change.

Baseline metrics may include: 
 » Phish rate
 » Email report rate
 » Training completion rates
 » Security incidents
 » Infected devices
 » Lost/stolen devices & security badges
 » Requests blocked via proxy server
 » Security portal traffic
 » Password strength data 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Build a PhishSim™ campaign using the Baseline - Blind 
template battery to measure your organization’s  
phishing susceptibility before launching your 
program.

(Optional) Present your plan to 
stakeholders
Get buy-in from your organization’s leadership with 
our pre-built Need to Know stakeholder  
presentation and slide-by-slide talking points.

Put it all together
The following session structure includes  
our recommended training content and cadence. 
Although we recommend running the Need to Know 
training program over the course of 12 months, you 
can adjust the frequency of training, session order 
and even the contents of the program to meet your 
organization’s needs.

Before you get started

QUARTER MONTH SESSION SESSION ASSETS

QUARTER 1

MONTH 1 Verify identity!

MONTH 2 Ins and outs of email security

MONTH 3 Beware of malware!

QUARTER 2

MONTH 4 Clean and secure

MONTH 5 Protect your data

MONTH 6 Brighter and better

QUARTER 3

MONTH 7 Keeping data private and secure

MONTH 8 Security on the move

MONTH 9 Always think about consequences

QUARTER 4

MONTH 10 Anatomy of an attack

MONTH 11 Connected world

MONTH 12 Why ask why
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 Session content
Verify identity!
This session focuses on dealing with unusual requests. Whether it is a visitor requesting access to a secure area 
or an email urgently requesting a money transfer, the way to prevent a possible attack is to verify the requestor’s 
identity.

Core topics covered: Physical Security, Phishing 

Ins and outs of email security
Even a seemingly innocuous email exchange or something as simple as signing up for a newsletter with your work 
email address could lead to disastrous consequences. This session deals with some of the less obvious but still very 
common email risks.

Core topics covered: Phishing, Safe Web Browsing

Beware of malware!
Malware comes in many shapes and forms and could arrive from many directions. This session covers some of the 
common warning signs of malware. 

Core topics covered: Malware, Safe Web Browsing
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AwareEd™

AwareEd™

AwareEd™

Downloadable resources

Downloadable resources

Downloadable resources

PhishSim

PhishSim

PhishSim

Training course
 » Challenging Identity module
 » BEC Compromise module
 » Assessment: 10-question quiz

Training course
 » Replying to Suspicious Emails 

module
 » Email Security module
 » Assessment: 10-question quiz

Training course
 » Downloading Suspicious Files 

module
 » Malware Forecast module
 » Assessment: 10-question quiz

 » Poster: Securing the Area Secures 
Your Data

 » Infographic: Bright Ideas for Verifying 
Identity

 » Poster: Don’t Take the Bait
 » Infographic: Bright Ideas for Email 

Security

 » Poster: Every Season is Malware 
Season

 » Infographic: Bright Ideas for Avoiding 
Malware

Templates: 
 » Fake Invoice
 » BEC Compromise
 » Brand Impersonation

 » Education page: Verify Identity!

Templates:
 » Internal Communications
 » Generic Spam
 » Fake offer

 » Education page: Ins and outs of 
email security

Templates:
 » Fake Update
 » App/Tool Download Link
 » Sharing Document Link

 » Education page: Beware of malware!



Clean and secure
Keeping your workspace clean is important, and so is properly disposing of old equipment. But what does “clean” or 
“proper disposal” mean in cybersecurity context? 

Core topics covered: Physical Security

Protect your data
Even if we know what we need to do to protect our data, we don’t always know how to do it properly. Is it secure 
to store it in the cloud? Is the password you use strong enough? This session offers advice on creating strong 
passwords and warns about using unauthorized cloud services.

Core topics covered: Password Security, Safe Web Browsing

Brighter and better
Going above and beyond to protect sensitive information may sound hard, but it really isn’t. You just need to 
take some small additional steps, like enabling multi-factor authentication, or think about security from the very 
beginning, before you sign up for a new service or install a new device.

Core topics covered: Password Security, Social Engineering
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AwareEd™

AwareEd™

AwareEd™

Downloadable resources

Downloadable resources

Downloadable resources

PhishSim

PhishSim

PhishSim

Training course
 » Proper Disposal module
 » Clean Desk Policy module
 » Assessment: 10-question quiz

Training course
 » Creating Strong Passwords module
 » Unauthorized Cloud Services 

module
 » Assessment: 10-question quiz

Training course
 » Multi-Factor Authentication module
 » Security by Design module
 » Assessment: 10-question quiz

 » Poster: Is Your Desk Clean of Security 
Risks?

 » Infographic: Bright Ideas for Securing 
Your Space

 » Poster: The Cloud Isn’t Always Safe
 » Infographic: Bright Ideas for Cloud 

Security

 » Poster: Data is Your Treasure
 » Infographic: Bright Ideas for Protecting 

Your Data

Templates:
 » Found device
 » Building Access
 » Left in printer

 » Education page: Clean and secure

Templates:
 » Shared File
 » Fake cloud service discount
 » Weak password notification

 » Education page: Protect Your Data

Templates:
 » Unsuccessful Login Attempt 

Notification
 » Please Enable MFA
 » New cool app/link

 » Education page: Super security



Keeping data private & secure
When information is collected or created, we always need to think what happens with that data later - will it be 
used properly? How will it be stored and protected? This session explains privacy by design and the importance of 
protecting data stored on portable devices.

Core topics covered: Removable Media, Social Engineering

Security on the move
Today, we are able to work anytime and from anywhere: home, a plane, or a park. Smartphones and other mobile 
devices are just as powerful as traditional workstations and allow us to stay on top of tasks without slowing down. 
But sometimes it is good to slow down and make sure that our mobile devices and the data they store or transmit 
are secure.

Core topics covered: Working Remotely, Mobile Security

Always think about consequences
All’s well that ends well. But what if it didn’t end well? This session invites learners to think about the consequences 
of some small actions and choices we make on a daily basis.

Core topics covered: Social Engineering, Physical Security
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AwareEd™

AwareEd™

AwareEd™

Downloadable resources

Downloadable resources

Downloadable resources

PhishSim

PhishSim

PhishSim

Training course
 » Privacy by Design
 » Mystery of the Misplaced Media
 » Assessment: 10-question quiz

Training course
 » Public Wi-Fi
 » Mobile Encryption
 » Assessment: 10-question quiz

Training course
 » Stick to the Policy
 » Lost and Found
 » Assessment: 10-question quiz

 » Poster: It Should Be a Mystery
 » Infographic: Bright Ideas for Privacy 

and Security

 » Poster: Protect Your Data, Where You 
Are 

 » Infographic: Bright Ideas for Security 
on the Go

 » Poster: Protect Your Data
 » Infographic: Bright Ideas for Planning 

Your Security

Templates:
 » FDE Laptop
 » USB Found
 » Data Disposal Strategy

 » Education page: Keeping data private 
& secure

Templates:
 » Remote antivirus
 » Mobile Sign-in
 » CYOD

 » Education page: Security on the move

Templates:
 » Proposal
 » Free ride
 » Lost Parcel

 » Education page: Always think about 
consequences



Anatomy of an attack
This session lifts the veil on the mechanisms behind common attacks. What exactly happens when you plug in a 
malware-infected USB? How does identity theft work? Find the answers here.

Core topics covered: Removable Media, Safe Web Browsing

Connected world
From phones to refrigerators, everything is connected to the Internet these days. When your home is also your 
office, how do you ensure that it is protected from cyber threats? This session covers some of the important risks 
associated with working from home.

Core topics covered: Working Remotely

Why ask Why
When someone (or something, like an app) is asking you for information, access, or permission, we are often 
inclined to be helpful and provide it. This session explains the importance of slowing down and asking “Why?” 
before taking an action. 

Core topics covered: Mobile Security, Phishing
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AwareEd™

AwareEd™

AwareEd™

Downloadable resources

Downloadable resources

Downloadable resources

PhishSim

PhishSim

PhishSim

Training course
 » Sandbox Scares
 » Safe Web Browsing: Identity Theft
 » Assessment: 10-question quiz

Training course
 » Installing Printers
 » Household Havoc
 » Assessment: 10-question quiz

Training course
 » Too Many Permissions
 » Too Much Information
 » Assessment: 10-question quiz

 » Poster: Ransomware is Everywhere
 » Infographic: Bright Ideas for 

Preventing Online Cyberattacks

 » Poster: Home Offices Need Security
 » Infographic: Bright Ideas for Protecting 

Weak Points

 » Poster: Every Permission is a Door Into 
Your Data

 » Infographic: Bright Ideas for 
Safeguarding Information

Templates:
 » 365 Suspicious Activity
 » Inactivity
 » USB Policy

 » Education page: Anatomy of an attack

Templates:
 » WFH policy
 » Feedback survey

 » Education page: Connected world

Templates:
 » New Outlook App
 » Upgrade Calendar

 » Education page: Why ask Why



Measuring campaign success
Measure early and often
After launching your program, pay close attention to employee 
engagement, training completion and phish rates and make training 
adjustments if necessary. View campaign run reports or reference auto 
reports to compare results to your baseline measurements and report 
progress to stakeholders. Use the Infosec IQ dashboard to easily view 
your training completion rates, compliance score for each cybersecurity 
topic and phishing performance over time.

Qualitative observations
What feedback did you receive from employees during the campaign? Did you see an increase in cybersecurity 
discussions with your team or amongst employees? Remember to record these observations. Qualitative data, 
along with quantitative metrics, can help you be more effective when reporting results to your leadership. Culture 
change is a reflection of people’s attitudes and behaviors, so be sure you’re capturing the whole picture to report 
out and up.

Keep the momentum
This plan was designed to help you run a comprehensive, layered security awareness and anti-phishing program 
from start to finish, but the job of security awareness and training is never truly complete. Once your program is 
finished, keep your security awareness momentum going with new security awareness campaigns and training 
materials.

About Infosec

At Infosec, we believe knowledge is the most powerful tool in the fight against cybercrime. We provide the best 
certification and skills development training for IT and security professionals, as well as employee security awareness 
training and phishing simulations. Learn more at infosecinstitute.com.

©2021 Infosec, Inc. All rights reserved.
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